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S H I R E C O U N C I L

Re: Questionnaire

I am writing to indicate this Council's support for the
by the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) to the

Questionnaire.

In Council would like to the following comments.

From to there is evidence "cost shifting"
from the (and to a extent, the Commonwealth) is occurring;

Further is concern about the and of
Government and the to consider new arrangements;

There are nine options presented and while there are of merit
throughout these, a very possibility seems to have been completely

- that the roles and responsibilities of Local Government should
be curtailed and that clear lines of responsibility for infrastructure and

be drawn between the so called "tiers of Government";

The current direction for more autonomy and constitutional recognition for
Government to have been driven from bureaucracy and

Council than from ratepayers. Ratepayers as property
within a wider community must carry the financial of Local

and are by growing burdens;

With the for recognition of Local Government as a distinct third tier of
will the dubious benefit of "ability to its own

revenues.11 There is a proliferation of mandated requirements from
of an increasing use of consultants as well as

of involvement on committees - all impacting on financial
to and
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There to be a serious reconsideration of Local Government's
direction, its role and responsibilities. Unless there are clear lines drawn
around its operation, shifting will inevitably and the pressure
on a major section of society, the struggling lower middle class, will cause
political dislocation.

I trust comments will the House Economics Committee in its
deliberations.

Yours sincerely S H I R E C O U N C I L


